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DISCUSSION TOPICS

(1) Early definitions of different types (classes) of

radioactive waste developed prior to definitions in laws

and regulations.

(2) Sources of different classes of radioactive waste.

(3) Current laws and regulations addressing -

- classification of radioactive wastes;

- requirements for disposal of different waste classes.

Relationship between waste classification and requirements

for permanent disposal is emphasized.

(4) Federal and State responsibilities for radioactive wastes.

(5) Distinctions between radioactive wastes produced in

civilian and defense sectors.



TYPES OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

(1) Wastes arising from operations of nuclear fuel cycle and

subsequent uses of fission and activation products or

uranium, plutonium, and other heavy metals extracted from

irradiated fuel or other irradiated materials -

- spent fuel;

- high-level waste (HLW);

- transuranic (TRU) waste;

- low-level waste (LLW);

- uranium or thorium mill tailings.

Wastes associated with nuclear fuel cycle are most

important radioactive materials requiring disposal.

(2) Naturally occurring and accelerator-produced radioactive

materials (NARM)

NARM wastes include any radioactive wastes not associated

with nuclear fuel cycle.



EARLY DEFINITIONS OF CLASSES

OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE



PURPOSE OF EARLY DEFINITIONS

Earliest definitions of different classes of radioactive waste

were based primarily on operational requirements for safe

management (i.e., handling and storage) of liquid wastes.

Primary source of liquid wastes was chemical reprocessing of

spent nuclear fuel from defense production reactors.

Definitions of waste classes were extended to reflect

operational requirements for management of solid wastes.

Protection of public health from permanent disposal of solid

radioactive wastes usually was not a primary consideration in

defining waste classes.



EARLIEST CATEGORIES OF LIQUID RADIOACTIVE WASTE

During late 1950s, three categories of liquid radioactive

waste from fuel reprocessing with decreasing radionuclide

concentrations were first defined and used by AEC.

(1) High-level waste - waste that required confinement and

storage in underground tanks.

Liquid HLW contained high concentrations of (A) fission

products, principally 9 0Sr and 1 3 7Cs in aged wastes, and

(B) long-lived radionuclides, principally alpha-emitting

TRU radionuclides.

Subcaterjories included self-boil ing waste (high decay heat

requiring engineered cooling systems) and non-boiling

waste (lower decay heat requiring only natural cooling).

(2) Medium- or intermediate-level waste - waste that could be

released to cribs, other underground structures, or

seepage basins.

(3) Low-level waste - waste that could be released to holding

ponds and lagoons or directly to surface waters.

Definitions of liquid waste classes were primarily

operational, and implementation in terms of limits on

radionuclide concentrations differed at various AEC sites.



EARLY CATEGORIES OF SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTE

ACCEPTABLE FOR SHALLOW-LAND BURIAL

In 1960, AEC initiated interim shallow-land burial services

for three categories of solid radioactive waste from private

sources until civilian disposal facilities became available.

Categories were called high-level, intermediate-level, and

low-level waste and contained wastes with decreasing

radionuclide concentrations.

Definitions were based primarily on operational requirements

for waste management at generating site, not on requirements

for protection of public health from disposal at burial site.

Categories of solid waste for shallow-land burial were

related to categories of liquid waste from fuel reprocessing

only in having decreasing radionuclide concentrations.



ALPHA-CONTAMINATED SOLID WASTE

In late 1960s, fourth category called transuranic waste

(originally alpha-bearing waste) came into use at AEC sites.

TRU waste referred to solid radioactive waste containing

long-lived, alpha-emitting TRU radionuclides and/or U but

generally lower concentrations of fission products than

liquid high-level waste.

TRU waste was further categorized as "contact-handled,"

requiring little or no shielding, or "remote-handled,"

requiring shielding or remote handling due to high levels of

photon or neutron radiation.

Subcategories of TRU waste were based on operational

requirements for protection of workers rather than

protection of public health from disposal.



EARLY DISPOSAL REQUIREMENTS FOR

ALPHA-CONTAMINATED SOLID WASTE

In 1970, AEC established upper limit on concentrations of

long-lived, alpha-emitting radionuclides of 10 nCi/g in solid

waste that was acceptable for shallow-land burial.

Waste with greater than 10 nCi/g of these radionuclides

required storage or burial in retrievable manner.

Limit of 10 nCi/g for shallow-land burial was based on

higher concentrations of radium found in earth's crust.

TRU waste thus referred to solid waste (except for

solidified HLW), including waste suitable for permanent

disposal, with concentrations of long-lived, alpha-emitting

radionuclides greater than 10 nCi/g.

Definition of TRU waste represented first quantification of

waste class based primarily on protection of public health

from permanent disposal of solid waste.
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EARLY DEFINITIONS OF LOW-LEVEL WASTE

(1) Low-level waste originally included liquid or solid wastes

with relatively low radionuclide concentrations.

Definitions were based primarily on operational

requirements for safe management at generating site,

rather than requirements for permanent disposal.

(2) Definition of LLW later was broadened to include any

radioactive waste arising from nuclear fuel cycle other

than spent fuel, HLW, TRU waste, or mill tailings.

Definition was not related to requirements for safe

management or permanent disposal.

LLW could include beta/gamma-emitting radionuclides in

high concentrations (e.g., Co), as well as low

concentrations of any radionuclides.
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PRINCIPAL LAWS ADDRESSING CLASSIFICATION

AND DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES



ATOMIC ENERGY ACT OF 1954, AS AMENDED

Governs production and use of source, special nuclear, and

byproduct materials for defense and peaceful purposes.

Source material - (1) uranium or thorium or (2) ores

containing these materials.

Special nuclear material - (1) plutonium or uranium enriched

in isotopes 233 or 235 or (2) materials artificially

enriched by these radionuclides.

Byproduct material - (1) radioactive material (except

special nuclear material) resulting from production or use

of special nuclear material and (2) uranium or thorium mill

tailings.

Act permits processing and use of source, special nuclear, an^

byproduct materials in civilian sector when licensed by NRC.

Act provides authority for classification and disposal of

radioactive wastes only if they arise from production or use

of source, special nuclear, or byproduct materials.

Standards and regulations for disposal of radioactive wastes

developed by EPA, NRC, and DOE under authority of Act apply

only to wastes associated with nuclear fuel cycle.
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REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 3 OF 1970

EPA given responsibility for developing generally applicable

environmental standards for specific defense and civilian

activities subject to authority of Atomic Energy Act.

EPA does not enforce environmental standards for management

and disposal of radioactive waste developed under authority of

Atomic Energy Act.

NRC or Agreement States enforce EPA standards for civilian

wastes and DOE activities licensed by NRc.

DOE enforces EPA standards for defense wastes not licensed

by NRC.

Under authority of other laws, EPA may develop and enforce

environmental standards for management and disposal of

radioactive waste not subject to authority of Atomic Energy

Act (i.e., NARM waste).



ENERGY REORGANIZATION ACT 0? 1974

Act divided AEC into two separate agencies -

- ERDA (later DOE) responsible for energy development and

defense production activities;

- NRC responsible for licensing of civilian nuclear energy

activities and certain defense activities.

NRC given specific licensing authority over -

- facilities for receipt and storage of HLW resulting

primarily from licensed civilian activities;

- retrievable surface storage facilities and other

facilities authorized for long-term storage of defense HLW

but not used for research and development activities.
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URANIUM MILL TAILINGS RADIATION CONTROL ACT

OF 1978, AS AMENDED

Governs control and stabilization of uranium or thorium mill

tailings for protection of public health and environment.

Mill tailings are form of byproduct material subject to

regulation under authority of Atomic Energy Act.

Act addresses -

- remedial actions at inactive uranium processing sites and

properties in vicinity of such sites, to be performed by

DOE with concurrence of NRC;

- disposal of uranium or thorium mill tailings at active

processing sites.

Act responded to concern that mill tailings present potential

hazard to public health, due primarily to presence of Ra

and 222Rn.
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NATIONAL SECURITY AND MILITARY APPLICATIONS OF

NUCLEAR ENERGY AUTHORIZATION ACT OF 1980

Governs current DOE program for disposal of defense

transuranic waste at Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)

facility in New Mexico.

WIPP may not be used for disposal of (1) defense or civilian

HLW or spent fuel or (2) civilian TRU waste.

WIPP will not be licensed by NRC.

Act established Environmental Evaluation Group as agency of

State of New Mexico to provide independent technical

oversight of DOE activities at WIPP.



LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE POLICY ACT

OF 1980, AS AMENDED

Gives States responsibility for management and disposal of

most civilian low-level waste.

Act encourages States to form regional compacts, requiring

Congressional approval, in developing disposal facilities.

Disposal of LLW is regulated by Agreement States or by NRC

in non-Agreement States.

Act gives DOE responsibility for disposal of certain higher

activity civilian LLW, subject to licensing by NRC.

Act does not address disposal of defense LLW, which is DOE

responsibility under authority of Atomic Energy Act.



NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT OF 1982, AS AMENDED

Governs current Federal program for disposal of civilian spent

fuel and high-level waste in geologic repositories.

Facilities for treatment and disposal of civilian wastes are

operated by DOE and licensed by NRC.

Act also addresses co-disposal of defense HLW with civilian

spent fuel and HLW.
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OTHER STATE RESPONSIBILITIES FOR MANAGEMENT

AND DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES

In addition to most civilian low-level waste, States currently

are responsible for regulating radioactive materials not

subject to authority of Atomic Energy Act (i.e., NARM) -

- naturally occurring radioactive material other than

source, special nuclear, or byproduct material (e.g.,

radium);

- artificially produced radioactive material not arising

from production or use of special nuclear material (e.g.,

radioactive material produced in an accelerator).

EPA intends to establish and enforce environmental standards

for management and disposal of certain NARM wastes under

authority of laws addressing hazardous substances.
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SOURCES AND LEGAL AND REGULATORY DEFINITIONS OF

HIGH-LEVEL WASTE AND SPENT FUEL
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10 CFR PART 50, APPENDIX F (1970)

DEFINITION OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

First regulatory definition of HLW developed by AEC -

HLW is liquid wastes resulting from operation of first cycle

solvent extraction system, or equivalent, and concentrated

wastes from subsequent extraction cycles, or equivalent, in

facility for fuel reprocessing.

HLW referred to concentrated wastes from fuel reprocessing

that contain virtually all fission products and TRU

radionuclides (except plutonium) in spent fuel, but

constituents are not mentioned explicitly.

Definition is only qualitative (i.e., "concentrated" is not

quantified, nor are minimum fuel burnups specified).

Definition followed traditional source-based description of

HLW as concentrated waste from fuel reprocessing.

Definition implies that HLW (1) produces high levels of

decay heat and external radiation, due primarily to fission

products, and (2) requires high degree of isolation from

biosphere, due primarily to TRU radionuclides.

HLW was defined in terms of its source, rather than its

properties, because fuel reprocessing was only significant

source of waste with these properties.
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LATER LAWS AND REGULATIONS DEFINING HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

(1) Early legal definitions of HLW -

- Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (1972)?

- West Valley Demonstration Project Act (1980).

(2) Current regulatory definitions of HLW -

- NRC's 10 CFR Part 60 (1983);

- EPA's 40 CFR Part 191 (1985);

- DOE Order 5820.2A, Chapter I (1988).

All of these definitions of HLW are essentially the same as

source-based definition in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix F.
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NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT OF 1982, AS AMENDED

DEFINITION OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

Current legal definition describes HLW in two parts as -

(A) highly radioactive material from fuel reprocessing,

including liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing and

any solid material derived from such liquid waste that

contains fission products in sufficient concentrations; and

(B) other highly radioactive material that NRC, consistent

with existing law, determines by rule requires permanent

isolation.

In context of Act, "requires permanent isolation" means

disposal in geologic repository or alternative system with

equivalent waste-isolation capabilities.

Liquid HLW from fuel reprocessing must be converted to solid

waste for permanent disposal.
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NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT

(continued)

Definition in Clause (A) follows traditional source-based

description of HLW.

Definition is explicit that HLW contains high concentrations

of fission products, but presence of TRU radionuclides is

not mentioned.

Definition remains qualitative; i.e., "highly radioactive

material" and "sufficient concentrations" of fission

products are not quantified, nor are minimum concentrations

of TRU radionuclides.
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NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT

(continued)

Definition of HLW in Clause (B) does not appear in other laws

or regulations.

Clause (B) permits "highly radioactive" materials that

"require permanent isolation," other than wastes from fuel

reprocessing, to be included in HLW.

Generally applicable definition of HLW not based on source

of waste could be developed.

As in Clause (A), "highly radioactive material" and

"requires permanent isolation" are not quantified in terms

of minimum concentrations of radionuclides.

In 1989, NRC decided not to develop new definition of HLW in

response to Clause (B).

Thus, all definitions of HLW apply only to wastes from fuel

reprocessing.



CLARIFICATIONS OF SOURCE-BASED DEFINITIONS

OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

Because all source-based definitions of HLW are qualitative,

there is ambiguity concerning whether certain wastes arising

from fuel reprocessing are included in HLW.

Additional policy statements of AEC and NRC indicated that HLW

does not include -

- radioactive hulls and other irradiated and contaminated

fuel structural hardware;

- incidental wastes from reprocessing plant operations,

e.g., ion exchange beds or sludges;

- incidental wastes generated in further treatment of HLW,

e.g., decontaminated salts containing substantially lower

concentrations of Sr, Cs, and Pu than first-cycle

solvent extraction wastes.

Thus, HLW includes only primary wastes from fuel reprocessing.

In 1990, States of Washington and Oregon petitioned NRC to

clarify definition of HLW as it applies to defense

reprocessing wastes in storage tanks at Hanford site.

Intent is that residual materials following removal of

largest technically achievable amount of radioactivity from

tanks would be considered incidental waste and not HLW.
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DEFINITION OF SPENT FUEL

(1) Current definitions of spent fuel in Nuclear Waste Policy

Act and EPA's 40 CFR Part 191 -

Spent nuclear fuel is fuel that has been withdrawn from a

nuclear reactor following irradiation, the constituent

elements of which have not been separated by reprocessing.

Constituents of spent fuel are not identified, nor are

minimum fuel burnups specified.

(2) Spent fuel is form of high-level waste in some laws and

regulations (e.g., Marine Protection, Research, and

Sanctuaries Act and NRC's 10 CFR Part 60).

Whether or not definition of HLW includes spent fuel is

unimportant, because both materials require similar

precautions for safe management and disposal.

(3) Spent fuel is not waste until it is so declared.
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SUMMARY OF CURRENT DEFINITIONS

OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

(1) HLW is primary waste (liquid or solid) from chemical

reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel.

Definition is based on source of waste, but incidental

wastes from fuel reprocessing are excluded.

Most definitions are not explicit that HLW contains

fission products and TRU radionuclides.

All definitions of HLW are qualitative; i.e., minimum

concentrations of fission products and TRU radionuclides

constituting HLW are not quantified.

(2) Spent nuclear fuel is form of HLW in some definitions but

net others.

(3) HLW does not include waste f res sources other than fuel

reprocessing with equivalent levels of decay heat or

external radiation (due to shorter-lived radionuclides)

and requiring equivalent degree of waste isolation to

protect public health (due to long-lived radionuclides).

NRC has legal authority to define radioactive materials

other than primary reprocessing wastes as HLW but has

chosen not to exercise authority.



LEGAL AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR DISPOSAL

OF SPENT FUEL AND HIGH-LEVEL WASTE



10 CFR PART 50, APPENDIX F (1970)

DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

First regulatory requirements for disposal of civilian HLW

developed by AEC -

Liquid HLW shall be converted to dry solids and transferred

to Federal repository, to be designated later, within

10 years after fuel reprocessing.

Early programs for repository siting -

- AEC program to develop repository in salt mine in Lyons,

Kansas (1970) ;

- ERDA (later DOE) program for repository siting in several

geologic media (1975).
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NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT OF 1982, AS AMENDED

DISPOSAL OF SPENT FUEL AND HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

Act established current DOE program for disposal of civilian

spent fuel and HLW in geologic repositories, subject to

licensing by NRC.

Act applies to any repository not used exclusively for

(1) disposal of defense HLW or spent fuel or (2) DOE

research and development activities.

Act authorizes taut does not require disposal of civilian spent

fuel and HLW in geologic repositories.

Act directs DOE to investigate alternative technologies for

permanent disposal, but DOE is not authorized to construct

or operate alternative disposal facilities.

Act also addressed co-disposal of defense HLW with civilian

spent fuel and HLW.

Following DOE study in 1985, co-disposal of defense and

civilian wastes was recommended.

Amendments Act of 1987 specifies that site at Yucca Mountain,

Nevada, is sole candidate for first geologic repository.



40 CFR PART 191 (1985)

DISPOSAL OF SPENT FUEL AND HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

EPA's environmental standards apply to disposal of civilian

and defense spent fuel or HLW.

Standards do not require particular disposal technology, but -

- geologic repositories were only disposal systems analyzed

in developing standards;

- standards may be inappropriate for alternative disposal

systems.
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4 0 CFR PART 191

(continued)

Final EPA standards for disposal included -

- containment requirements (i.e., limits on cumulative

releases of radionuclides to accessible environment) for

10,000 years after disposal;

- qualitative assurance requirements to provide confidence

that containment requirements will be met;

- protection requirements (i.e., limits on annual dose

equivalent) for individual members of the public in

accessible environment for 1,000 years after disposal;

- protection requirements (i.e., limits on radionuclide

concentrations) for special sources of groundwater for

1,000 years after disposal.

In 1987, First Circuit Court vacated individual protection and

groundwater protection requirements.

EPA is developing proposal for modifying vacated

requirements consistent with Court's opinion.



10 CFR PART 60 (1983)

LICENSING CRITERIA FOR GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES

NRC regulations apply only to DOE activities at geologic

repositories intended primarily for disposal of civilian spent

fuel and HLW.

NRC has authority to license disposal of defense HLW only if

co-disposal in repository for civilian wastes is used.

Regulations contain criteria for -

- performance of waste packages, engineered barrier system,

and geologic environment;

- siting of repository;

- design of surface and underground facilities, seals for

shafts and boreholes, and waste package.

Criteria are intended to provide reasonable assurance that

EPA's 10,000-year containment requirements in 40 CFR Part 191

will be met.

NRC does not require that -

- any radioactive waste, whether or not it is classified as

HLW, must be disposed of in geologic repository;

- radioactive waste must be classified as HLW in order to be

eligible for disposal in geologic repository.



DOE ORDER 5820.2A, CHAPTER I (1988)

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

Order establishes policies for managing defense HLW and any

other materials which, because of their highly radioactive

nature, require similar handling.

Defense HLW shall be disposed of in geologic repository, and

disposal shall comply with Nuclear Waste Policy Act, EPA's

environmental standards in 4 0 CFR Part 191, and NRC's

licensing criteria in 10 CFR Part 60.

Order also addresses -

- storage of HLW at DOE sites in single- and double-shelled

tank systems;

- options for disposal of HLW at DOE sites that is not

readily retrievable.
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SUMMARY OF CURRENT REQUIREMENTS FOR

DISPOSAL OF SPENT FUEL AND HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

(1) Geologic repository is only disposal system authorized in

law for disposal of civilian spent fuel and HLW.

Repositories will be developed and operated by DOE and

licensed by NRC.

Repositories must comply with EPA's environmental

standards in 4 0 CFR Part 191 and NRC's licensing criteria

in 10 CFR Part 60.

(2) Defense HLW will be co-disposed in same repository with

civilian spent fuel and HLW.

Disposal of defense HLW will be subject to same

environmental standards and licensing criteria as civilian

spent fuel and HLW.

(3) Disposal of spent fuel or HLW in geologic repositories is

not required by law or regulations.

DOE is charged with investigating alternative disposal

systems but is not authorized to develop such systems.

EPA's environmental standards may apply to any disposal

system, but NRC's licensing criteria apply only to

geologic repositories.



SOURCES AND LEGAL AND REGULATORY DEFINITIONS

OF TRANSURANIC WASTE



SOURCES OF TRANSURANIC WASTE

(1) Almost all TRU waste is generated by DOE defense

activities.

Primary sources include reprocessing of Pu-bearing reactor

fuel and fabrication of Pu-bearing weapons.

Most of waste volume is slightly contaminated trash from

nuclear material processing operations.

Small volumes of TRU waste with high levels of decay heat

and external radiation require handling similar to HLW.

(2) Little TRU waste is generated by civilian activities.

Decommissioning of civilian nuclear facilities could

increase future volumes.



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF DEFINITIONS

OF TRANSURANIC WASTE

1) TRU waste was first defined by AEC in 1970 as solid waste

(except for solidified HLW) containing concentrations of

long-lived, alpha-emit'

greater than 10 nCi/g.

233
long-lived, alpha-emitting TRU radionuclides and/or U

(2) Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act of 1980 defined TRU

waste, but definition was deleted in Amendments Act of

1985.

TRU waste is mentioned but not defined in Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982, as amended.

There is presently no definition of TRU waste in law.

(3) In 1982, Federal agencies agreed to increase lower limit

on concentrations of long-lived, alpha-emitting TRU

radionuclides in TRU waste from 10 to 100 nCi/g.

Redefinition was based on difficulties in measuring low

levels of alpha activity and analyses of risks to public

health from shallow-land burial of TRU waste.
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40 CFR PART 191 (1985)

DEFINITION OF TRANSURANIC WASTE

Current regulatory definition of TRU waste developed by EPA -

Transuranic waste is waste containing more than 100 nCi/g of

alpha-emitting TRU isotopes with half-lives greater than

2 0 years except for (1) high-level waste, (2) waste that

does not need degree of isolation required by 4 0 CFR Part

191, or (3) waste that NRC approves for near-surface land

disposal in accordance with 10 CFR Part 61.

First exception implies that TRU waste may differ from HLW

only in having lower concentrations of beta/gamma-emitting

fission products.

Second exception refers to waste that may not require disposal

in geologic repository or equivalent.

Third exception could apply to civilian waste containing more

than 100 nCi/g of TRU radionuclides.

EPA's definition of TRU waste does not include waste

containing more than 100 nCi/g of 2 3 3u but lower

concentrations of TRU radionuclides.
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DOE ORDER 5820.2A, CHAPTER II (1988)

DEFINITION OF DEFENSE TRANSURANIC WASTE

DOE's current definition of TRU waste -

Without regard to source or form but excluding high-level

waste, TRU waste is (1) waste containing more than 100 nCi/g

of alpha-emitting TRU radionuclides with half-lives greater

than 20 years or (2) other alpha-contaminated waste that

must be managed as TRU waste.

Definition is similar to EPA's 40 CFR Part 191, except waste

233
containing high concentrations of U may be included.
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10 CFR PART 61 (1982)

LICENSING CRITERIA FOR NEAR-SURFACE LAND DISPOSAL

NRC regulations for near-surface land disposal of civilian

radioactive waste do not explicitly define TRU waste.

Regulations implicitly acknowledge current definition of TRU

waste, because waste containing more than 100 nCi/g of

long-lived, alpha-emitting TRU radionuclides is not

generally acceptable for near-surface land disposal.

NRC essentially regards civilian TRU waste as form of higher

activity low-level waste.
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LEGAL AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR

DISPOSAL OF TRANSURANIC WASTE
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CURRENT REQUIREMENTS IN LAW

(1) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant is only facility for disposal

of defense TRU waste authorized in law.

WIPP facility is geologic repository in bedded salt.

(2) There are no laws specifically addressing disposal of

civilian TRU waste.
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40 CFR PART 191 (1985)

DISPOSAL OF TRANSURANIC WASTE

EPA's environmental standards for disposal of spent fuel and

HLW also apply to TRU waste.

Standards apply to any disposal system except near-surface

facilities for civilian waste licensed by NRC in accordance

with 10 CFR Part 61.
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ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR DISPOSAL OF

DEFENSE TRANSURANIC WASTE

DOE has established acceptance criteria for disposal of

defense TRU waste packages at WIPP facility which include -

- limits on surface external dose rate from photons and

neutrons, removable surface contamination for alpha- and

beta/gamma-emitting radionuclides, and thermal power

density;

- limits on mass of fissionable isotopes for prevention of

nuclear criticality and total activity of alpha-emitting

isotopes.

Most waste acceptance criteria are concerned with protection

of workers during disposal operations, rather than long-term

protection of public health following disposal.
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DOE ORDER 5820.2A, CHAPTER II (1988)

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE TRANSURANIC WASTE

Order establishes policies for managing defense TRU waste.

In addition to activities associated with disposal of TRU

waste at WIPP facility, Order addresses -

- storage of TRU waste at DOE sites;

- alternatives for long-term management of TRU waste buried

at DOE sites prior to 1970.
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DISPOSAL OF CIVILIAN TRANSURANIC WASTE

WIPP facility may not be used for disposal of civilian TRU

waste.

At present time, alternatives for disposal of very small

volumes of civilian TRU waste include -

- near-surface land disposal as approved by NRC in

accordance with 10 CFR Part 61;

- geologic repository in accordance with EPA's 40 CFR Part

191 and NRC's 10 CFR Part 60.
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SOURCES AND LEGAL AND REGULATORY DEFINITIONS

OF LOW-LEVEL WASTE
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SOURCES OF LOW-LEVEL WASTE

LLW is produced in many civilian and defense activities, and

wastes vary widely in radionuclide composition and

concentrations depending on source.

Principal sources of civilian LLW -

- operations of civilian nuclear fuel-cycle facilities

(currently about two-thirds of waste volume shipped to

civilian disposal sites);

- activities at hospitals, medical schools, universities,

radiochemical manufacturers, research laboratories, and

other institutions licensed by NRC and Agreement States to

possess and use radioactive materials;

- decontamination and decommissioning of civilian nuclear

fuel-cycle facilities.

Principal sources of DOE's defense LLW include plutonium

production operations, uranium enrichment operations, naval

nuclear propulsion program, and wide variety of research and

development activities.

LLW also is generated by remedial action activities under

Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Project (FUSRAP) and

remote Surplus Facilities Management Program (SFMP).
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DEFINITIONS OF LOW-LEVEL WASTE IN LAW

(1) Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act of 1980 - first

legal definition of LLW.

LLW is radioactive waste not classified as HLW, TRU waste,

spent fuel, or uranium or thorium mill tailings.

(2) Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 - adopted definition in

Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act.

Definition also included radioactive material that NRC,

consistent with existing law, classifies as LLW.

(3) Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of

1985 - current legal definition of LLW.

LLW means radioactive material that (A) is not HLW, spent

fuel, or uranium or thorium mill tailings; and (B) NRC,

consistent with existing law and in accordance with

Clause (A), classifies as LLW.

Under this definition, TRU waste is form of LLW, but Act

applies only to civilian waste.

NRC has not acted to implement definition in Clause (B).
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REGULATORY DEFINITIONS OF LOW-LEVEL WASTE

(1) DOE Order 5820.2A, Chapter III

LLW is radioactive waste not classified as HLW, TRU waste,

or spent nuclear fuel.

• Definition does not exclude mill tailings, but management

of mill tailings is addressed separately in Order.

Test specimens of fissionable material irradiated for

research and development only may be classified as LLW,

provided concentrations of long-lived, alpha-emitting TRU

radionuclides are less than 100 nCi/g.

(2) Draft proposed EPA standards in 4 0 CFR Part 193

LLW is radioactive waste that is not TRU waste, HLW, spent

fuel, or uranium or thorium mill tailings.

(3) NRC regulations in 10 CFR Part 61

Regulations for near-surface land disposal of civilian

radioactive wastes do not define LLW.

LLW thus can include higher activity waste that is not

generally acceptable for near-surface land disposal,

including civilian TRU waste.
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SUMMARY OF CURRENT DEFINITIONS OF LOW-LEVEL WASTE

(1) LLW is defined only by exclusion.

Definitions generally exclude HLW, spent fuel, and uranium

or thorium mill tailings.

TRU waste also is excluded in all definitions except in

Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act.

LLW does not necessarily include only waste with low

concentrations of radionuclides.

Definitions do not describe constituents or properties of

LLW and are not related to requirements for safe

management and disposal.

(2) LLW does not include naturally occurring radioactive

material other than source material or artificially

produced radioactive material not arising from production

or use of special nuclear material (i.e., NARM waste).

NARM waste is not regulated under authority of Atomic

Energy Act.

(3) NRC has legal authority to define radioactive materials as

LLW, but has not exercised authority.

It is not evident how NRC could exercise this authority.



LEGAL AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR

DISPOSAL OF LOW-LEVEL WASTE
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EARLY DISPOSALS OF LOW-LEVEL WASTE

Prior to development of NRC's 10 CFR Part 61 (1982) and DOE

Order 5820.2A, Chapter III (1988), disposals of civilian and

defense LLW were not subject to specific requirements related

to protection of public health and environment.

Beginning about 1960, disposals were subject only to

requirements in radiation protection standards for the

public from all sources of exposure.

Shallow-land burial without engineered barriers was used for

disposal of most solid LLW.

Disposal of liquid LLW to land surface or underground

injection of higher activity liquid LLW was practiced at

some DOE sites.

Past "unpermitted" disposals of liquid and solid LLW are

primary source of contamination at DOE sites requiring

remediation under CERCLA (Superfund) to ensure protection of

public health and environment.

Early sites for disposal of civilian LLW at Maxey Flats, KY,

West Valley, NY, and Sheffield, IL, also have undergone

remediation under CERCLA.



LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE

POLICY ACT OF 1980

Particular disposal technology for civilian LLW was not

specified, but shallow-land burial was presumed in accordance

with existing practices.

Act directed NRC to (1) identify alternatives to shallow-land

burial for civilian LLW and (2) establish technical guidance

and licensing raquirements for alternatives.

NRC has published technical studies of alternative disposal

technologies but has not established licensing criteria.
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10 CFR PART 61 (1982)

LICENSING CRITERIA FOR NEAR-SURFACE LAND DISPOSAL

NRC established licensing criteria for near-surface land

disposal of civilian radioactive waste containing source,1
i

special nuclear, or byproduct materials.

Reguletions do not apply to disposal of -

- certain wastes by individual licensees in accordance with

NRC's 10 CFR Part 20;

- civilian or defense HLW in geologic repositories;

- uranium or thorium irill tailings;

- wastes not regulated under authority of Atomic Energy Act.

NRC does not require that only materials classified as LLW are

acceptable for near-surface land disposal.
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10 CFR PART 61

(continued)

Licensing criteria include performance objectives for -

- protection of general population (i.e., limits on annual

dose equivalent for off-site individuals);

- protection of inadvertent intruders into disposal facility

(no dose limits specified in regulations);

- stability of disposal site after closure.

Licensing criteria include technical requirements, intended to

ensure that performance objectives are met, that address -

- site suitability and design;

- facility operation and site closure;

- waste classification;

- waste characteristics.



10 CFR PART 61

WASTE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

NRC's waste classification system for near-surface land

disposal is intended to provide protection of inadvertent

intruders and is based on -

- assumed exposure scenarios for direct intrusion into

disposal facility;

- limits on annual dose equivalent for intruders;

- requirements on institutional controls, waste form, and

disposal methods;

- examination of radionuclide concentrations in wastes

requiring disposal.

Waste classification system specifies increasing concentration

limits of radionuclides for -

- Class-A, -B, and -C wastes containing shorter-lived

radionuclides (half-lives less than about 30 years);

- Class-A and -C wastes containing long-lived radionuclides.

Waste with radionuclide concentrations greater than Class-C

limits is not generally acceptable for near-surface land

disposal but may be acceptable on case-by-case basis.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR DISPOSAL OF

GREATER-THAN-CLASS-C LOW-LEVEL WASTE

(1) Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985

assigned DOE responsibility for disposal of civilian

greater-than-Class-C LLW, subject to licensing by NRC.

(2) In 1989 amendments to 10 CFR Part 61, NRC requires

disposal of civilian greater-than-Class-C LLW in geologic

repository, unless disposal elsewhere is approved by NRC.

Disposal in geologic repository would be subject to

licensing requirements in NRC's 10 CFR Part 60.
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DOE ORDER 582 0.2 A, CHAPTER III

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE LOW-LEVEL WASTE

Order establishes policies for managing defense LLW.

Performance objectives for disposal -

- limit on annual dose equivalent for off-site members of

the public;

- limits on annual dose equivalent for inadvertent intruders

into disposal facility;

- protection of groundwater in accordance with Federal and

State requirements.

Disposal at generating site is encouraged, but shipment to

another DOE site is permitted if waste is not acceptable for

disposal at generating site.

DOE does not use waste classification system, as in NRC's 10

CFR Part 61, to provide protection of inadvertent intruders.

Protection of intruders is defined explicitly by dose

limits, and site-specific analysis of intruder scenarios for

compliance with dose limits is required.
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DRAFT PROPOSED 40 CFR PART 193

DISPOSAL OF LOW-LEVEL WASTE

EPA's environmental standards will apply to disposal of

civilian and defense LLW.

Standards will apply to any disposal technology, but -

- only systems for near-surface land disposal have been

analyzed in developing standards;

- standards may be inappropriate for other disposal systems,

e.g., disposal of civilian greater-than-Class-C LLW in

geologic repository.

Draft proposed standards for disposal of LLW include -

- limit on annual dose equivalent for off-site members of

the public;

- implementation requirements to ensure that dose limit for

off-site members of the public will be met;

- requirements for protection of groundwater.

Draft proposed standards do not address protection of

inadvertent intruders.

EPA intends to defer to NRCs 10 CFR Part 61 and DOE Order

582 0.2A, Chapter III, to provide protection of intruders.
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FUTURE DISPOSAL FACILITIES FOR LOW-LEVEL WASTE

Future disposal facilities for LLW will place greater reliance

than in past on engineered systems to provide protection of

public beyond site boundary, inadvertent intruders, and

environment (e.g., groundwater and surface waters).

Disposal in above-grade tumuli will be increasingly used,

especicilly for wastes containing radionuclides with

relatively short half-lives (i.e., 30 years or less).

Some regional compacts for civilian LLW may require that

dose limits beyond site boundary be met by engineered

facility alone, without relying on waste-isolation

capabilities of disposal site.

New facilities for civilian LLW licensed in accordance with

NRC's 1C CFR Part 61 may not resemble disposal systems

analyzed by NRC in developing regulations.

States may impose additional and more stringent requirements

for disposal facilities than required by NRC.

NRC intends to amend licensing criteria to address disposal

in above-grade facilities.
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SOURCES AND LEGAL AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR

MANAGEMENT OF URANIUM AND THORIUM MILL TAILINGS
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SOURCES OF MILL TAILINGS

Mill tailings are wastes produced by extraction or

concentration of uranium or thorium from any ore processed

primarily for its source material content.

Most mill tailings arise from processing of uranium ore to

produce fuel for civilian power reactors or defense production

reactors.

Thorium fuel has been used only to limited extent in test

reactors for research and development.
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CURRENT LAWS ADDRESSING URANIUM

AND THORIUM MILL TAILINGS

(1) Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended - defines uranium or

thorium mill tailings as form of byproduct material.

(2) Under current law (i.e., Nuclear Waste Policy Act and

Low-Level Radioactive VJaste Policy Amendments Act) , mill

tailings are not form of low-level waste.

(3) Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978

Act emphasizes control and stabilization of mill tailings

in place in safe and environmentally sound manner.

If removal of residual radioactive material is required

for protection of public health and environment (e.g.,

from vicinity properties), Act calls for permanent

disposal and stabilization of material at or near

processing sites.

Mill tailings are not intended for disposal in facilities

for civilian or defense low-level waste.
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40 CFR PART 192 (1983)

URANIUM AND THORIUM MILL TAILINGS

EPA's environmental standards address (1) control and cleanup

of residual radioactive material at inactive uranium or

thorium processing sites and (2) management of uranium and

thorium byproduct materials at active sites.

Standards include limits on -

- release rate of radon to atmosphere or off-site radon

concentration in air above background;

- radium concentrations in soil above background;

- radon decay-product concentrations (including background)

in any occupied or habitable building;

- photon radiation level above background in any occupied or

habitable building;

- concentrations of radium and gross alpha-particle

activity, excluding radon and uranium, in groundwater;

- annual dose equivalent from thorium processing operations.

Future revisions of standards may include limit on

concentration of 4U plus 2 3 8U in groundwater.
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10 CFR PART 40, APPENDIX A

URANIUM MILL TAILINGS

NRC's licensing criteria for civilian mill tailings sites

conform in most respects to EPA's 4 0 CFR Part 192, except -

- external photon exposures from tailings or wastes should

be reduced to background levels;

- indoor radon decay-product concentrations are not

addressed.

NRC regulations also include technical criteria for siting and

design of disposal facilities and protection of groundwater.
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DOE ORDER 5820.2A, CHAPTER IV

MANAGEMENT OF URANIUM AND THORIUM MILL TAILINGS

Order establishes policies for managing defense mill tailings.

Order specifies that -

- materials shall be stored, stabilized in place, and/or

disposed of consistent with requirements for residual

radioactive material in EPA's 40 CFR Part 192;

- small volumes of waste containing uranium or thorium mill

tailings may be managed as low-level waste.
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NATURALLY OCCURRING AND ACCELERATOR-PRODUCED

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS



DESCRIPTION AND SOURCES OF NATURALLY OCCURRING AND

ACCELERATOR-PRODUCED RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

Naturally occurring and accelerator-produced radioactive

materials (NARM) include any radioactive material other than

source, special nuclear, or byproduct materials as defined in

Atomic Energy Act.

NARM is any radioactive material not associated with nuclear

fuel cycle.

NARM waste is not form of low-level waste.

Small volumes of higher-activity NARM wastes include -

- radium-contaminated ion-exchange resins from drinking

water systems or cleanup of waste water;

- discrete radium sources used in radiation therapy, neutron

generators, and industrial measurement devices;

- targets used in particle accelerators.

Lsrge volumes of low-activity NARM wastes include -

- residues from mining operations (e.g., uranium mine

overburden);

- residues from chemical extraction industries (e.g.,

phosphogypsum waste piles).
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REGULATION OF NATURALLY OCCURRING AND

ACCELERATOR-PRODUCED RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

At present time, NARM is regulated only by States.

NARM is not subject to Federal regulation under authority of

Atomic Energy Act.

Because radionuclides are declared in law (Clean Air Act) to

be hazardous substances, EPA may establish environmental

standards for management and disposal of NARM waste under

authority of laws addressing hazardous substances.

EPA enforces standards for radioactive materials developed

under authority of laws for hazardous substances.

Applicable legal authority for Federal regulation of NARM

waste is Toxic Substances Control Act.



DOE ORDER 5820.2A, CHAPTER IV

MANAGEMENT OF NATURALLY OCCURRING AND

ACCELERATOR-PRODUCED RADIOACTIVL MATERIAL

Order establishes policies for managing defense NARM waste.

Order specifies that -

- NARM waste shall be stored, stabilized in place, and/or

disposed of consistent with requirements for residual

radioactive material in EPA's 40 CFR Part 192;

- small volumes of NARM waste may be managed as low-level

waste.

DOE thus manages NARM waste in same manner as mill tailings.
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DRAFT PROPOSED 4 0 CFR PART 7 64

DISPOSAL OF NATURALLY OCCURRING AND

ACCELERATOR-PRODUCED RADIOACTIVE WASTE

EPA's draft proposed environmental standards require that

regulated NARM waste be disposed of in regulated facilities

for low-level waste.

Regulated NARM waste has activity concentration greater than

2 nCi/g but does not include specified consumer products.

Regulated disposal facilities for LLW are licensed by NRC or

Agreement States or authorized by DOE.

Regulated NAJRM waste would be classified as Class-A, -B, or -C

waste according to modification of NRC's waste classification

system in 10 CFR Part 61.

EPA thus intends to place similar requirements on disposal of

regulated NARM waste and LLW in regard to protection of public

and environment.

Low-activity NARM waste (e.g., residues from mining and

extraction industries) would not be regulated.

EPA is considering other means of regulating large volumes

of these wastes.



SUMMARY



FEDERAL AND STATE RESPONSIBILITIES FOR

RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL

(1) Federal Government is responsible for disposal of -

- spent fuel and HLW;

- defense TRU waste;

- defense LLW and civilian greater-than-Class-C LLW;

- uranium and thorium mill tailings.

(2) States are responsible for disposal of -

- civilian TRU waste except in geologic repository;

- civilian LLW except greater-than-Class-C waste;

- NARM waste.

Waste disposal by States is subject to Federal regulation -

- EPA's environmental standards and NRC's licensing criteria

for civilian TRU waste and LLW;

- EPA's environmental standards for NARM waste.
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DEFINITIONS OF PRINCIPAL CLASSES

OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

Principal classes of radioactive waste (i.e., wastes other

than mill tailings and NARM waste) defined in current law and

regulations include spent fuel, high-level waste (HLW),

transuranic (TRU) waste, and low-level waste (LLW).

Spent fuel is irradiated nuclear fuel which has not been

reprocessed.

HLW is primary waste from reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel

(qualitative, source-based definition); spent fuel is form

of HLW in some definitions but not others.

TRU waste is waste, except for HLW, containing more than

100 nCi/g of long-lived, alpha-emitting TRU radionuclides.

LLW is waste that is not spent fuel, HLW, or uranium or

thorium mill tailings; TRU waste also is excluded in most

definitions of LLW, particularly for defense wastes.

Definitions apply only to wastes regulated under authority of

Atomic Energy Act, i.e., to wastes associated with nuclear

fuel cycle.

Most definitions are not explicit in regard to constituents

or properties of waste.
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IMPLICATIONS OF DEFINITIONS OF PRINCIPAL

CLASSES OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

(1) Current definitions of spent fuel, HLW, TRU waste, and LLW

are not -

- quantitative, i.e., expressed strictly in terms of

limits on concentrations of different radionuclides;

- generally applicable to any waste regardless of its

source;

- based primarily on considerations of risk, particularly

from waste disposal.

(2) Present waste classification system does not distinguish

unambiguously between different waste classes, due

primarily to qualitative, source-based definition of HLW.

(3) Spent fuel, HLW, TRU waste, and LLW can have similar

properties and require similar precautions for safe

management and disposal.

Possible similarities are consequence of definitions that

depend on source of waste (spent fuel and HLW) or presence

of particular radionuclides (TRU waste) and definition by

exclusion only (LLW).
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PROPOSALS FOR ALTERNATIVE CLASSIFICATION

SYSTEMS FOR RADIOACTIVE WASTES

(1) D. C. Kocher and A. G. Croff, "A Proposed Classification

System for High-Level and Other Radioactive Wastes,"

Radioact. Waste Manage. Nucl. Fuel Cycle 11, 227 (1988).

Definitions of HLW, TRU waste and equivalent, and LLW are

developed by quantifying "highly radioactive" and

"requires permanent isolation," as used to define HLW in

Nuclear Waste Policy Act, on basis of risk analysis.

(2) C. F. Smith and J. J. Cohen, "Development of a

Comprehensive Radioactive Waste Classification System,"

p. 311 in Waste Management '89, U. of Arizona (1989).

Definitions of below regulatory concern (BRC) waste, LLW,

intermediate-level waste (ILW), and HLW are developed by

quantifying "persister.ee" (i.e., time required for waste

isolation) and different measures of "radioactivity."

Proposals provide classification systems which would -

- encompass all radioactive waste regardless of its source,

including mill tailings and NARM waste; and

- encourage advanced waste management technologies (e.g.,

actinide partitioning and transmutation).
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INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES FOR REGULATING

DISPOSAL OF PRINCIPAL CLASSES OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

(1) EPA establishes general environmental standards for

disposal of spent fuel, HLW, TRU waste, and LLW.

Standards for particular waste class apply to any disposal

system; i.e., EPA does not establish standards for

particular disposal systems.

EPA standards apply to civilian and defense wastes and are

enforced by NRC and DOE, respectively.

(2) NRC establishes licensing criteria for particular disposal

systems.

Regulations for particular disposal system apply to any

waste class; i.e., NRC does not establish licensing

criteria for particular waste classes.

NRC regulations apply to disposal facilities for civilian

wastes and certain DOE facilities (e.g., geologic

repository for spent fuel and HLW).

(3) DOE regulates disposal of defense TRU waste and LLW not

subject tc licensing by NRC.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR DISPOSAL OF PRINCIPAL

CLASSES OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE

(1) Under current law and regulations, none of the principal

waste classes (spent fuel, HLW, TRU waste, and LLW)

require particular disposal systems.

Decoupling of waste definitions from requirements for

disposal permits selection of disposal systems without

regard to waste classification; i.e., disposal is not

affected by ambiguities in waste classification system.

(2) Under current law, only certain disposal systems are

authorized for disposal of some wastes.

Geologic repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is only

authorized facility for disposal of spent fuel and HLW.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in New Mexico is only

authorized facility for disposal of defense TRU waste.

(3) Current law calls for investigation of alternative

disposal systems for spent fuel, HLW, and LLW, but

specific alternativer have not been proposed.


